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47. On the Curves Developable on Two-dimensional
pheres in the Conformally Connected Manifold.

By Kentaro YANO and Yosio MUTS.
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by S. KAKEYA, M.I.A., May 12, 1942.)

In two previous papers, we have obtained the following Frenet
formulae:

dAA,
da (o) ()

d A=)A+A-- (I) (0) (2)

(1) d
-d- A=A+A(3) (0) (4)

d A= ,A-t- ,A-(4) (3) (5)

d A= 2A,

for the curves in the conformally connected manifold, and have shown

that the curve for which 2 2 2-0 is a generalized loxodrome
which cuts all the circles passing through two fixed points always by

the fixed angle -, and the curves for which 2 =const. and 2 ...--2 =0

are the generalized loxodromes which cuts all such circles by the fixed

angle =---, where 2=tan .
4 2

In the present paper, we shall deal with the curves for which
4

=...==0, being in general the function of the conformat arc
length a. In this case, if we develop our curve on the tangent con-
formal space at a point of the curve, its development will be on a
two-dimensional sphere, thus, we can treat the curve as if it were in
a two-dimensional flat conformal space.

The main theorem hich we propose to prove in this paper is the
following:

Theorem If we take a circle which cuts the curve by a certain

1) K. Yano and Y. MutS: On the conformal arc length, Proc. 17 (1941), 318-
322, On the generalized loxodromes in the conformally connected manifold, Proc. 17
(1941), 455-460.
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/

consecu-

tive circles, which cut the curve also by the same angle a and no$ cu$

mutually, belong o a coaaI system, then we mus have, at the point,

itan 2a

the limiting points P and Q of the system being given by

sec a A+ tan aA+/tan a A+ A

seca A+tanaA-/tanaA+A.

The point A is the intersection of the osculating circle of the curve

and the circle A-tanaA which cuts all the circles of the system
(1) (3)

orthogonally and passes through four points P, Q, A and A.
(0) (2)

Proof. The circle K which cuts the curve by a fixed angle a

(Oa-] may be expressed as follows"

(2) K=f(a)A+ tan aA+A
(o) (1) (3)

where f(a) is a function of the conformal arc length a.
Differentiating the circle K with respect to a, and taking account

of the Frenet formulae, we have successively

(3) K’ (f’+ 2 tan a+ 1)A+fA+tan aA,
(0) (1) (2)

(4) K" =(f’+’tana+2f)A+(2f’+2 tana+l)A+fA+tanaA,
(0) (1) (2) (3)

(5)

(6)

K’" =(f"+t" tan a+2’f+ 3f’+ 2; tan a+ 2 + tan a) A
(0)

+ (3f"+ 3it’ tan a+ 2itf) A+ (3f’ +2 tan a+ 1) A+fA,
(1) (2) (3)

tan a+ )Yf+a),T+6ff’

+ 722’ tan a+ 2’ +2f+f)A
(o)

+ (4f"’+4" tan a+3f+8f’+4 tan a+2+tan a) A
(1)

+(6f"+ 5’ tan a+2f)A+(4f’+22 tan a+l)A,
(2) (3)

where dushes denote the differentiation with respect to a.

If, at a point of the curve, the five consecutive circles belong to
a coaxal system, then the circles K", K’’’ and K"" must be the linear
combinations of the two circles K and K’.
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Thus, expressing the condition that K" is a linear combination of
K and K, we have

(7) fq-2 tana+f=ftanaq-fcota(fq- tana+l),

(8) 2f’+ 22 tan a+ 1=tan a+f cot a.

Similarly, the fact that K’" is a linear combination of K and K’
gives us

(9) f"’+ a" tan a+a’f+ 3af’ + 2a tan a+ +tan a

=if+cot a(3f’+2 tan a+ 1) (f’+ a tan a+ 1),

(10) 3f"+32.’tana+22f=ftana+fcota(3f’+22 tana+l).

Finally, K’"’ being also a linear combination of K and K’, we
find

(11) f’"’+2"’ tan a+2"f+42’f’+62ff’+722’ tan a+2’+22f+f
=f(4f’+ 2a tan a+ 1)+ cot a (6f"+ 5a’ tan a+ 2af)

(f’+ a tan a+ 1),

(12) 4f"’+ 4a" tan a+ 3a’f+ 8af’+ 4a- tan a+ 2a + tan a

=tan a(4f’+ 22 tan a+ 1) +fcot a(6f" +52’ tan a-t-22f).

Now, forming the equation (7) 3-(10), we have

2f= 2ftan a+2f+ 2fcot a,

2f(tan a+ cot a) 0,
from which

(13) f----O.
Substituting this value of f in the equation (8), we have

1 (tan a- 22 tan a- 1)(14) f’-

If f=O is substituted in (7) or (10), we find

(15) f" ’ tan a.

If we substitute the value of f, f and f" in (9) and (12), we have
respectively

(16) 4f" 4" tan a-8 tan a+4/F tan a- 4 tan a

+ 3 seal a tan a-cot a sec a

and

(17) 4f = -42" tan a-62 tan a+ 42 tan a- 2 tan aT 22+2 tan a.

From these equations, we find
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(18) 2= 1-!- (tan a-cot a)
2

or

(19) tan 2a= 1__.

This gives the geometrical meaning of the conformal curvature 2. The
equation (11) gives the value of

The values of fi f’, f", f"’ and f’"’ being thus determined, the K
and K’ become

(20) K-- tan aA-t- A,
(1) (3)

(21) K’= 1__ sec2 aA+tan aA,

where

(22) K=sec2 a and K’2= -tan a sec2 a,

consequently the K’ is an imaginary circle, and the circles of the coaxal
system cut orthogonally all the circles passing through two ixed points.

We shall find these points. They must have the form

from which
K+aK’ (K+aK’)= 0,

K+2aKK’+aK 0,

sea2 a- a2 tan a sec2 a) 0,

tan a

Consequently, denoting these points by P and Q, we have

(23) sec a A+ tan aA +v/tan a A+A,
2V/tan a

(24) sec a A+tan aA- r/tan a A+A.Q=
2v/tan a (o) () ()

Finally from the equations

(A-tanaA)K=0 and (A-tanaA)K’=0,

we can conclude that the circle A-tan aA passing through P, Q, A
(1) (3) (0)

and A cut orthogonally all the circles of the coaxal system and that

A is the intersection of this circle and the osculating circle of the
(2)

curve.
Thus the theorem is completely proved.
If we suppose that the conformal curvature t is constant along

the curve, and put
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it- tan
2 -then the equation (19) shows us that our angle a is also constant along

the curve and gives us
tan 2a cot ta

from which

Thus a being constant, we have

d.p sec a A -t- tan a (tan A-t- A) + /tan (tanA/ A) -t- A
d 2r/na () (o) () () () (o)

tan a- 1sec a A+tan a A+A2/t-n-a--() 2 tan, a (o) ()

-t-/t--I. tan a-1 A-t-A -A2 tan
2 tan a A+tan aA+ V’tan a A /tan a P
2/tan a

----Q /tan Q,
da

hence, the points P and Q are fixed, and the angle 0 between the
curve and the circle A-tan aA is given by

(I) (3)

A(A tan aA)
sin 0 () () () 1 cos a

v/---/(A tan aA) (A tan aA) sec a
(1) (1) (1) (3) (1) (3)

or

(26) 0=
2 4 2

and we see that the curve is a generalized loxodrome as is already
shown).

1) K. Yano and Y. MutS" On the generalized loxodromes in the conformatly
connected manifold, loc. cir.


